®
www.one-shot.com

OVER 1,000,000,000 POD
PORTIONS DISPENSED
WORLDWIDE AND
COUNTING!
Meet what you have been looking for, an inexpensive and
uncomplicated alternative to most traditional soft serve
machines.
 Inexpensive equipment
 No sanitizing required
 Quick and easy to use
 Clean and hygienic
 Quick return on investment
 Highly scalable pricing for rollout programs

SOFT SERVE REBOOTED!
We have changed the rules and simplified soft serve to give
you a technology that takes away all the complication.
 Fast operation
 Perfect portion control
 Endless flavour potential
 No special wiring required
 Small dispenser footprint
When time is money, you can be rest assured that there is no
preparation needed by simply popping in a capsule!

NO
SANITISING
REQUIRED!
POD DISPENSING SYSTEM
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

The One-Shot® Model OS8 pod dispenser is exported around the world and we meet the following certification standards:

We are continually working on design improvements and these machine specifications are subject to change without notice.
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POINT OF SALE GRAPHICS
The One-Shot® Model OS8 dispenser has been designed with merchandising in mind with high impact graphic areas across
the machine. The end result is a beautiful looking machine with amazing point of sale graphics (a real draw for enticing extra
impulse sales).

THE ABOVE ILLUSTRATIONS SHOW EXAMPLE UNBRANDED AND BRANDED MODEL OS8 DISPENSERS.

NO SPECIAL WIRING! NO MORE COSTLY ELECTRIC BILLS!
The One-Shot® Model OS8 dispenser plugs into a standard domestic socket and it is plug and play. No costly electricity bills
either because the dispenser consumes less than a 100W domestic light bulb.
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THE REAL PROFIT STORY
When considering soft serve ice cream machines, most
people talk about three things: portion cost, retail cost and
selling time. Little thought is given to the real cost and the
real net profit. There are many hidden costs associated with
selling soft serve ice cream from a conventional machine.
It is not always a case of liquid mix and frozen desserts out
because there are many hidden associated costs that are
seldom discussed. Do you know what these costs are and
how these costs may affect your real breakeven point with
what is needed in sales to remain profitable?
The One-Shot® pod dispensing system is inexpensive,
operating costs are low and a fast return on investment.
Question for you, but would you like to see a direct cost
comparison between One-Shot® and other frozen dessert
dispensing systems?

Why not let us prepare a personalized Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet for you using all your facts and figures inserted
into our Kostamazin’ spreadsheet.
This will give you an idea of your TRUE NET PROFITS and
not gross profits that could actually be a net loss.
Plus our dispensers are inexpensive and highly scalable,
mitigating your opportunity costs with our inexpensive
machines for rollout programs and getting machines out
there to start making you money (with a fast return on
investment).
You can find out more by visiting our website at
www.realprofitstory.com for a full multimedia presentation.

FACEBOOK 5 STAR
I had one shot in Tsukiji Fish Mkt in Japan for the first time
and I was amazed by how simple and tasty the ice cream
was - met a family from Hawaii in the shop and we google it
together and found that it’s based in England.
Planning to head to New York City ? Plzzzz.. I am a big fan
:) black sesame was my fav. & also like taro, green tea &
strawberry.. Yum!
Jennifer Leo (Facebook endorsement)
15 November 2015
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
We are busy working on increasing our market share in
the frozen dessert dispensing market. There are some
opportunities for regional and strategic partners, so if you
might perhaps be interested in working with us, we would
really love to hear from you.

As market leaders in ice cream and frozen yogurt pod
dispensers, we want to be your number one supplier of
choice, but we also recognise that strategic partnerships are
important and a key ingredient to our ongoing international
success story.

If you are interested in discussing this opportunity further, please visit our website and fill out an inquiry form:

WWW.ONE-SHOT.COM
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